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SI Text
S1. Theoretical Background. In the following sections we explore the
theoretical background leading to the different predictions ex-
plored in the main text. We start by introducing thermodynamic
models in general and arrive at an expression for the fold change
in gene expression due to repression by Lac repressor.
S1.1. “Thermodynamic models” of transcriptional regulation. Thermo-
dynamic models of transcriptional regulation are based on com-
puting the probability of ﬁnding RNA polymerase (RNAP) bound
to the promoter and how the presence of transcription factors
(TFs) modulates this probability. These models and their appli-
cation to bacteria are reviewed in (1, 2).
These models make two key assumptions. First, the models
assume that the processes leading to transcription initiation by
RNAP are in quasi-equilibrium. This assumption means that we
can use the tools of statistical mechanics to describe the binding of
RNA polymerase and TFs to DNA. Second, they assume that the
level of gene expression of a gene is proportional to the probability
of ﬁnding RNAP bound to the corresponding promoter.
We start by analyzing the probability that RNAP will be bound
at the promoter of interest in the absence of any transcription
factors. We assume that the key molecular players (RNAP and
TFs) are bound to the DNA either speciﬁcally or nonspeciﬁcally.
In particular, this question has been addressed experimentally in
the context of RNAP (3) and the Lac repressor (4, 5), our two
main molecules of interest in this paper. The reservoir for RNAP
is therefore the background of nonspeciﬁc sites. To determine
the contribution of this reservoir we sum over the Boltzmann
weights of all of the possible conﬁgurations. For P RNAP mol-
ecules inside the cell with NNS nonspeciﬁc DNA sites we get
ZNSðP;NNSÞ ¼ NNS!P!ðNNS −PÞ! e
− βεNSpd ≃
ðNNSÞP
P!
e− βε
NS
pd ; [S1]
where β = 1/KBT. The ﬁrst factor in the ﬁrst expression accounts
for all of the possible conﬁgurations of RNAP on the reservoir.
Examples of such conﬁgurations are shown diagrammatically in
Fig. S2A. The second factor assigns the energy of binding be-
tween RNAP and nonspeciﬁc DNA, εpdNS (the subscript pd stands
for RNA polymerase–DNA interaction), which, as a theoretical
convenience that may have to be revised in quantitatively dis-
secting real promoters, is taken to be the same for all nonspeciﬁc
sites. A more sophisticated treatment of this model to account
for the differences in the nonspeciﬁc binding energy has been
addressed by ref. 6. Finally, the last expression corresponds to
assuming that NNS ≫ P, a reasonable assumption given that the
E. coli genome is ∼5 Mbp long and that the number of σ70
RNAP molecules, the type of RNAP we are interested in for the
purposes of this paper, is on the order of 1,000 (7).
We calculate the probability of ﬁnding one RNAP bound to
a promoter of interest in the presence of this nonspeciﬁc reser-
voir. Two states are considered: Either the promoter is empty and
P RNAPs are in the reservoir or the promoter is occupied leaving
P – 1 RNAP molecules in the reservoir. The corresponding total
partition function is
ZðP;NNSÞ ¼ ZNSðP;NNSÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Promoter unoccupied
þ e− βεSpdZNSðP− 1;NNSÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Promoter occupied
; [S2]
where, in analogy to the nonspeciﬁc binding energy, we have
deﬁned εpdS as the binding energy between RNAP and the pro-
moter. Our strategy in these calculations is to write the total
partition function as a sum over two sets of states, each of which
has its own partial partition function. The probability of ﬁnding
the promoter occupied, pbound is then
p boundðPÞ ¼ e
− βεSpdZNSðP− 1;NNSÞ
ZNSðP;NNSÞ þ e− βε
S
pd ZNSðP− 1;NNSÞ
¼ 1
1þ NNS
P
eβΔεpd
; [S3]
with Δεpd ¼ εspd − εNSpd ; the difference in energy between being
bound speciﬁcally and nonspeciﬁcally. With these results in hand
we can now turn to regulation by Lac repressor.
S1.2. Simple repression by Lac repressor. In its simplest form, re-
pression is carried out by a transcription factor that binds to a site
overlapping the promoter. This binding causes the steric exclu-
sion of RNAP from that region, decreasing the level of gene
expression. Additionally, these transcription factors might be
multimeric, resulting in the presence of two DNA binding heads
on the protein and leading to DNA looping if extra binding sites
are present. In the case of Lac repressor, for example, the
protein is already in its multimeric form before binding to
DNA (8).
We begin by analyzing the case of repressors that require binding
only to a single site to repress expression for the case of a repressor
with only one binding head. This case study will allow us to develop
key concepts like the role of nonspeciﬁc binding, which will be
useful when addressing the case of repression by Lac repressor
tetramers.
S1.2.1. Repression by Lac repressor dimers. We use the simpler
case of a repressor with just one binding head to build some key
concepts. In analogy to section S1.1 for the case of RNAP we
consider Lac repressor to be always bound to DNA, either
speciﬁcally or nonspeciﬁcally. This assumption is consistent with
the available experimental data (5). Our aim is to examine all of
the different conﬁgurations available to P RNA polymerase
molecules, R LacI dimers, and NNS nonspeciﬁc sites. If the
binding energies of RNAP and the LacI head to nonspeciﬁc
DNA are εpdNS and εrdNS, respectively, the nonspeciﬁc partition
function becomes
ZNSðP;R2Þ ¼ N
P
NS
P!
e−Pβε
NS
pd|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
ZNSðPÞ
NR2NS
R2!
e−R2βε
NS
rd|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
ZNSðR2Þ
; [S4]
where we have assumed that both LacI dimers and RNAP are so
diluted in the reservoir that they do not interact with each other
and we use the notation R2 with the subscript 2 as a reminder that
we are considering the case of dimers.
Our model states that we can ﬁnd three different situations
when looking at the promoter: (i) both sites can be empty, (ii)
one RNAP can be taken from the reservoir and placed on its site,
and (iii) a LacI dimer can be taken from the reservoir and placed
on the main operator. These states and their corresponding
normalized weights, which we derive below, are shown in Fig.
S2B. This model assumes that LacI sterically excludes RNA
polymerase from the promoter, which is supported by the results
from ref. 9. However, it can be easily modiﬁed to accommodate
a state where both LacI and RNAP are bound simultaneously,
for example.
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The total partition function is
ZtotalðP;R2Þ ¼ ZNSðP;R2Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
promoter free
þZNSðP− 1;R2Þe− βε
S
pd|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
RNAP on promoter
þ ZNSðP;R2 − 1Þe− βεSrd|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
LacI dimer on operator
; [S5]
where εSpd and ε
S
rd are the binding energies of RNAP and a Lac
repressor head to their speciﬁc sites, respectively. We factor out
the term corresponding to having all molecules in the reservoir
and deﬁne Δεpd ¼ εspd − εNSpd and Δεrd ¼ εsrd − εNSrd as the energy
gain of RNAP and dimeric LacI when switching from a non-
speciﬁc site to their respective speciﬁc sites, respectively. The
probability of ﬁnding RNAP bound to the promoter is given by
pbound ¼
P
NNS
e− βΔεpd
1þ P
NNS
e− βΔεpd þ R2
NNS
e− βΔεrd
: [S6]
This expression can be rewritten as
pbound ¼ 1
1þ NNS
P·FregðR2Þ e
βΔεpd
; [S7]
where we have deﬁned the regulation factor
FregðR2Þ ¼ 1
1þ R2
NNS
e− βΔεrd
: [S8]
Note that in the absence of repressor (R2 = 0), pbound turns into
Eq. 3. The regulation factor can be seen as an effective rescaling
of the number of RNAP molecules inside the cell (1) and, in the
case of repression, it is just the probability of ﬁnding an empty
operator in the absence of RNAP.
One of the key assumptions in the thermodynamic class of
models is that the level of gene expression is linearly related to
pbound. This assumption allows us to equate the fold change in
gene expression to the fold change in promoter occupancy:
fold changeðR2Þ ¼ pbound ðR2 ≠ 0Þpbound ðR2 ¼ 0Þ: [S9]
If we substitute p as shorthand for
P
NNS
e− βΔεpd in the expression
for pbound, we ﬁnd
fold changeðR2Þ ¼ pþ 1
pþ 1
FregðR2Þ
: [S10]
The fold change becomes independent of the details of the pro-
moter in the case of a weak promoter, where p≪ 1;  1=  FregðR2Þ;
which permits us to write the approximate expression
fold changeðR2Þ ≃ FregðR2Þ ¼

1þ R2
NNS
e− βΔεrd
− 1
: [S11]
In the case of the lac promoter if one considers in vitro binding
energies of RNAP to the promoter, p has the approximate value
∼10−3 (1). The case of the lacUV5 promoter used in this work is
explored in section S1.4, where we show that although it is a
stronger promoter than the wild-type lac promoter, p is still a
small value. Repression always bears a regulation factor <1,
suggesting that we can use the weak promoter approximation for
the lacUV5 promoter.
In much the same way done in this work, Oehler et al. (10)
created different constructs by varying the identity of the Lac
repressor binding site. For each one of these constructs they
measured the fold change in gene expression as a function of the
concentration of LacI dimers inside the cell.
In Fig. S2C we present a ﬁt of their measured fold change as
a function of the number of Lac repressor molecules inside the
cell. This ﬁt is made by determining the parameters in Eq. S11.
Note that for each construct there is only one unknown: the in vivo
binding energies, Δεrd. The results are summarized in Table S1.
S1.2.2. The nonspeciﬁc reservoir for Lac repressor tetramers.We
now consider the differences in the case where experiments are
performed using tetramers rather than dimers (as in the present
study). When dealing with Lac repressor tetramers only one head
has to be bound to the DNA. In principle, it is not clear what the
state of the other head will be. For example, that extra head could
be “hanging” from the DNA without establishing contact with
DNA. Another option is that the extra head will also be ex-
ploring different nonspeciﬁc sites. For the purposes of this sec-
tion we assume that the second head can also bind to DNA.
Even though only one head bound to the operator is necessary
for repression, we will see that it is important to account for the
presence of the second head. In analogy to the dimer case, we
assume that bothLac repressorbindingheadsarebound toDNAat
all times, either speciﬁcally or nonspeciﬁcally. This choice is ar-
bitrary and the ﬁnal results do not depend on the particular model
for the state of the second head. We work with this particular
formulation of the problem because it is both concrete and ana-
lytically tractable and makes the counting of the accessible states
more transparent.
The model for the nonspeciﬁc reservoir is depicted in Fig. S2D.
For LacI dimers we assumed that the molecules were exploring
all possible nonspeciﬁc sites. For the case of tetramers, in con-
trast, LacI will be exploring all possible DNA loops between two
different nonspeciﬁc sites. We start by considering only one LacI
molecule. We count the possible ways in which we can arrange
the two heads on different nonspeciﬁc sites on the DNA. We
label the site where one of the heads binds i and the other site j.
For every choice of sites an energy εNSrd is gained for each head
that is nonspeciﬁcally bound. A cost in the form of a looping free
energy Floop(i, j) is also paid for bringing sites i and j together.
The sum over all nonspeciﬁc states can be written as
ZNSðR4 ¼ 1Þ ¼ 12
XNNS
i¼1
e− βε
NS
rd
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
head 1; site i
XNNS
j¼1
e− βε
NS
rd
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
head 2; site j
e− βFloopði; jÞ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Looping between sites i and j
: [S12]
Note that a factor of 12 has been introduced not to overcount
loops. This is equivalent to assuming that the two binding heads
on a repressor are indistinguishable. Our model assumes that the
binding of a tetramer head is independent of the state of the
other head. Therefore, the interaction between a head and DNA
is the same in the tetramer and the dimer case.
Because the bacterial genome is circular, we can choose a par-
ticular binding site for the ﬁrst head, i0, and sum over all possible
positions for the second head. This analysis can now be done for
the different NNS positions that can be chosen for i0, resulting in
ZNSðR4 ¼ 1Þ ≃ 12 NNS|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
choices for i0
e− β2ε
NS
rd
X
j
e− βFloopði0 ; jÞ: [S13]
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Finally, we bury the term
P
je
− βFloopði0; jÞ into an effective non-
speciﬁc looping free energy e− βF
NS
loop .
To obtain the partition function for R4 tetramers (where now
the subscript 4 is a reminder that the repressor is a tetramer) we
assume that all repressors are independent and indistinguish-
able. We therefore extend the partition function to the case of
R4 noninteracting tetramers in the reservoir by computing
ZNSðR4Þ ¼
h
ZNSðR4 ¼ 1Þ
iR4
R4!
¼ 1
2R4
ðNNSÞR4
R4!
e− βR42ε
NS
rd e− βR4 F
NS
loop ;
[S14]
where the binding energy is still deﬁned as in section S1.2.1.
From this point on we consider only Lac repressor tetramers.
As a result, for notational compactness we replace R4 with R. We
obtain the complete nonspeciﬁc partition function by multiplying
the factor corresponding to repressors with a factor corre-
sponding to RNAP being bound nonspeciﬁcally shown in Eq. S4
resulting in
ZNSðP;RÞ ¼ ðNNSÞ
P
P!
e− βPε
NS
pd
1
2R
ðNNSÞR
R!
e− βR2ε
NS
rd e− βRF
NS
loop ; [S15]
which now allows us in the next section to address the case of
repression by tetramers.
S1.2.3. Repression by Lac repressor tetramers. We begin by
takingoneheadofoneLacrepressor tetrameroutof thenonspeciﬁc
reservoir shown in Eq. S14 and binding it speciﬁcally to the op-
erator. This analysis can be easily done by going back to Eq. S12.
We label the position on the genome corresponding to the speciﬁc
site i0. We choose only those terms in the summation corre-
sponding to the binding site of interest. Because either one of the
heads can reach the position labeled by i0, we obtain the following
partition function for a single tetramer bound to a speciﬁc site:
ZO;NSR ¼
1
2
e− βε
S
rd e− βε
NS
rd
 XNNS
i¼1
e−Floopði; i0Þ þ
XNNS
j¼1
e−Floopði0 ; jÞ
!
:
[S16]
Because both sums are identical, we can reduce this to
ZO;NSR ¼ e− βε
S
rd e− βε
NS
rd
XNNS
j¼1
e−Floopði0; jÞ ¼ e− βεSrd e− βεNSrd e− βFNSloop :
[S17]
We are now ready to calculate the total partition function. We
consider the three states from Fig. 1B. The weights corresponding
to the ﬁrst two states will be the same as in the LacI dimer case.
The third state corresponds to the partition function term we just
calculated. The total partition function is then
ZtotalðP;RÞ ¼ ZNSðP;RÞ þ ZNSðP− 1;RÞe− βε
S
pd
þ ZNSðP;R− 1Þ×ZO;NSR : [S18]
The last term corresponds to having R − 1 repressors in the
reservoir and having one repressor with one head bound spe-
ciﬁcally. After rewriting these equations using Eq. S17, and using
the weak promoter approximation, we get a fold change
fold changeðRÞ ≃
 
1þ 2 R
NNS
e− βΔεrd
!− 1
: [S19]
Even though the contribution from the nonspeciﬁc loops just
vanished, we see that there is a factor of 2 difference in front of the
number of LacI tetramers. This result is different from the fold
change in gene expression for dimers shown in Eq. S9. It can be
easily understood if we think about the actual number of binding
heads that are now present. In the case of dimers we have R2
binding heads whereas for tetramers there are 2R4 binding heads
inside the cell. As a result, no information about the nonspeciﬁc
looping background can be obtained by doing the experiment
described in the main text. We see that as long as the number of
binding heads is the same the fold change will not vary. In-
terestingly, this is one of the conclusions from the data by Oehler
et al. (10). They compared repression for two different numbers
of monomers of each kind of LacI, such that 2R4 = R2. The fold
change in gene expression obtained for each monomer concen-
tration is comparable for dimers and tetramers as long as this
condition is met. An alternative way to look at this is by com-
paring the binding energies obtained for dimers and tetramers.
These two sets of energies, obtained from Eqs. S11 and S19, are
shown in Table S1.
S1.3. Connecting Δεrd to Kd. We can also describe the fold change in
perhaps the more familiar language of dissociation constants (2).
We think of the two reactions shown in Fig. S2E where the DNA
can be bound either by RNA polymerase or by Lac repressor. In
steady state we can relate the concentrations of the different
molecular players to the respective dissociation constants through
½P½D
½P−D ¼ KP [S20]
and
½R½D
½R−D ¼ Kd: [S21]
In these equations we have deﬁned [P] and [R] as the concen-
trations of RNA polymerase and Lac repressor that are not
bound to the promoter, respectively. The concentrations of their
respective protein DNA complexes are [P − D] and [R − D]. [D]
is the concentration of free DNA. Finally, KP and Kd are the
dissociation constants for RNA polymerase and repressor, re-
spectively.
We want to determine pbound, the probability of ﬁnding the
promoter occupied by RNA polymerase. This probability can
also be expressed as the fraction of DNA molecules occupied by
RNA polymerase and given by
pbound ¼ ½P−D½D þ ½R−D þ ½P−D: [S22]
If we divide by [D] and use Eqs. S20 and S21, we arrive at
pbound ¼ ½P=KP1þ ½R=Kd þ ½P=KP: [S23]
By comparing this expression to, for example, Eq. 3 we can relate
the repressor binding energy Δεrd to the tetramer dissociation
constant through
½R
Kd
¼ 2R
NNS
e− βΔεrd ; [S24]
where we have assumed that the concentration of free repressor,
[R], is approximately equal to the total concentration of repressor
in the cell. Throughout the text we express the binding energies
also in the language of approximate dissociation constants. To do
this we assume an estimated E. coli volume of 1 fL such that
a repressor per cell corresponds to a concentration of 1.7 nM. It is
important to note, however, that there are many subtleties in-
volved in the correct determination of the cytoplasmic volume of
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E. coli. As a result we view all of the dissociation constants re-
ported in this work as approximate values suitable only for the
purposes of making order of magnitude comparisons to other
literature values that often use that language for describing in
vitro experiments.
S1.4. Weak promoter approximation for the lacUV5 promoter. A key
assumption leading to the simple expression for the fold change in
gene expression from Eq. 5 is that the weight corresponding to
RNA polymerase being bound to the promoter is much smaller
than 1, meaning that the promoter will be unoccupied. Mathe-
matically, we express this as P=  NNSe− βΔεpd≪1. Following ref. 1
we can write the binding energy as
Δεpd ¼ ε Spd − ε NSpd ¼
KSd
KNSd
; [S25]
where KSd and K
NS
d are the dissociation constants of RNA poly-
merase to speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc DNA, respectively. In vitro
values for the nonspeciﬁc dissociation constant are Kd
NS ≈ 10,000
nM (11), whereas the speciﬁc dissociation constant for the
lacUV5 promoter Kd
S has been measured to be between 6 nM
(12) and 80 nM (13). This result corresponds to a binding energy
range between −4.8 and −7.4 kBT. In exponentially growing
E. coli there are ∼500 σ70 RNA polymerase molecules available
(7). This polymerase count results in a range for the factor
ðP=  NNSÞe− βΔεpd of 0.01−0.16. Therefore, we conclude that not
neglecting the term corresponding to RNA polymerase binding
to the promoter from our expression for the fold change would
result in only a small correction at the most.
S2. Predictions Generated by Our Analysis of the Oehler et al. Data.
Oehler et al. (10) measured the fold change in gene expression
for all four operators considered in our experiments in two dif-
ferent strain backgrounds expressing different numbers of re-
pressor molecules. In sections S1.2.1 and S1.2.3 we showed how
through Eq. 5 we can obtain in vivo binding energies for each of
those four operators by exploiting measured fold changes. The
energies resulting from this procedure for the data of Oehler
et al. (10) are shown in Table S1.
It is interesting to ask towhat extent thebinding energies derived
from these earlier measurements can be used to make “pre-
dictions” about our own strains. That is, despite the dearth of
quantitative information in these earlier measurements, as noted
above, they still provide enough hints to actually extract estimated
binding energies that can then be used in conjunction with mea-
sured fold changes to estimate the number of repressors in the
strain of interest.
In Fig. S3B we show the ﬁts of our model to the fold-change
data assuming the energies obtained from the Oehler et al. data.
The resulting predictions are shown in Fig. S3C. These pre-
dictions can be now put to test by contrasting them with the direct
measurements of the absolute number of repressors in each of our
strain backgrounds. These direct measurements are shown once
again in Fig. S4A and their comparison with the predictions is
presented in Fig. S4B. As can be seen from Fig. S4, even the case
in which we use binding energies obtained from data stemming
from an independent experiment yields surprisingly reasonable
predictions for the number of repressors harbored in our strains.
S3. Global Fit to All Our Data and Sensitivity of the Predictions. One
of the approaches followed in this work was to use the data on fold
changeandabsolutenumberof repressors foronestrain (RBS1027)
to obtain the binding energies. These energies were in turn used to
generate predictions. This analysis was done because we intended
to test the predictions generated by the thermodynamic model. A
legitimate alternative is to combine all of our available data for the
fold change in gene expression with the corresponding data on the
number of Lac repressors in each strain to obtain the best possible
estimate for the Lac repressor binding energies. The correspond-
ing ﬁt and resulting energies are shown in Fig. S7B.
To get a better sense of how well this ﬁt constrains the values of
the binding energies we wished to analyze the “sensitivity” of the
ﬁt. To do this we plotted the data corresponding to the binding
site O1 and overlaid it with curves for the fold change in gene
expression where we have chosen different values for the binding
energy. In Fig. S8 we show the data for the O1 binding site to-
gether with its best ﬁt and several other curves with different
choices of the binding energy. It is clear from Fig. S8 that the ﬁt is
constraining the value of the binding energy relatively well (within
<1kBT) and that the error in the parameter resulting from the ﬁt
captures this.
S4. Repression for Strains RBS1 and 1I. In the main text we hint
multiple times at a slight discrepancy between our theoretical
predictions and the results measured for the fold change in strains
RBS1 and 1I. We do not believe that this discrepancy is due to
a problem with the determination of the concentration of Lac
repressor because we were able to reliably detect higher and lower
concentrationsof thepuriﬁedstandardthan thosecorresponding to
these two strains.Another alternative is thatwedidnot quantify the
level of gene expression correctly. Indeed, the measurements for
Oid correspond to the lowest levels of geneexpressionquantiﬁed in
this work. For example, could there be some constant transcription
level or “leakiness” that cannot be repressed by Lac repressor?
However, the shift is also present in the other operators where the
levels of gene expression are such that a constant leakiness would
have a negligible effect. Additionally, the measurements of these
two strains for all other operators are well between the range of the
rest of the data which shows no such systematic shift. We are then
forced to conclude that the discrepancy, if real and not just an
unfortunate experimental systematic error unaccounted for, is due
to the fact that these strains have a much higher level of Lac re-
pressor. This line of logic would lead us to conclude that afﬁnity of
Lac repressors toDNA can somehow be affected if its intracellular
number is too high. However, further experimentation will be
necessary to conﬁrm this assertion.
S5. Accounting for Leakiness. One interesting property of Eq. 5 is
that it predicts that the fold change in gene expression will go
down indeﬁnitely as the number of repressors is increased.
However, at some point one would expect to have some constant
level that is, in principle, independent of any regulation. This is
called leakiness and is usually attributed to transcription that is
independent of the promoter of interest. Such nondesired tran-
scription could stem, for example, from RNA polymerase es-
caping from a nearby promoter and generating a transcript.
We wish to determine whether our results are being contam-
inated by such leakiness and, if so, what its effect on the esti-
mation of the binding energies would be. The smallest absolute
value of LacZ activity detected in our strains corresponds to
binding site Oid in strain 1I. This combination has an activity
of ∼1 Miller unit (MU). This activity level sets a bound on the
maximum value of the leakiness: Because we can measure ac-
tivities down to 1 MU, the leakiness cannot be any higher than
that and, in the worst possible case, it would be equal to 1 MU.
The fold change in gene expression was calculated throughout
this work using the following formula:
fold change ¼ expression ðR ≠ 0Þ
expression ðR ¼ 0Þ: [S26]
However, if there was leakiness in our measurements, this result
would mean that we are overestimating the expression meas-
urements. If leak corresponds to the value of this leakiness, then
the corrected fold change in gene expression is
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fold change ¼ expression ðR ≠ 0Þ− leak
expression ðR ¼ 0Þ− leak: [S27]
Here we have made the implicit assumption that the leakage does
not depend on the presence of Lac repressor. Correcting our
measurements for leakiness would then result in lower values of
the fold change. To determine how much of a difference this
correction could make to our calculation of the binding energies
we performed an analysis analogous to the one shown in Fig. S8B
for different proposed values of leakiness ranging between 0 and
1 MU. The results of these different ﬁts are shown in Fig. S9A. It
is clear from Fig. S9A that there would not be a signiﬁcant
change in the binding energies for any of the considered values
of leakiness. In Fig. S9 we show the relative change in binding
energy between the worst-case scenario (leakiness of 1 MU) and
the case where we do not correct for leakiness. It is clear that
even in this extreme case the corrections to the binding energies
are negligible. We conclude that leakiness, if present, would not
be affecting our results in any measurable way.
S6. SI Materials and Methods. S6.1. Plasmids. Plasmid pZS22-YFP
was kindly provided by Michael Elowitz (California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, CA). The EYFP gene comes from plasmid
pDH5 (University of Washington Yeast Resource Center) (14).
The main features of the pZ plasmids are located between unique
restriction sites (15). The sequence corresponding to the lacUV5
promoter (16) between positions −36 and +21 was synthesized
from DNA oligos and placed between the EcoRI and XhoI sites
of pZS22-YFP to create pZS25O1+11-YFP. Note that we follow
the notation of Lutz and Bujard (15) and assign the promoter
number 5 to the lacUV5 promoter. The O1 binding site in
pZS25O1+11-YFP was changed to O2, O3, and Oid using site-
directed mutagenesis (Quikchange II; Stratagene), resulting in
pZS25O2+11-YFP, pZS25O3+11-YFP, and pZS25Oid+11-
YFP. These plasmids are shown diagrammatically together with
the promoter sequence in Fig. S1.
The lacZ gene was cloned from E. coli between the KpnI and
HindIII sites of all of the single-site constructs mentioned in the
previous paragraph. The O2 binding site inside the lacZ coding
region was deleted without changing the LacZ protein (17), using
site-directed mutagenesis. Successful mutagenesis was conﬁrmed
by sequencing the new constructs around the mutagenized area.
After we generated these constructs and integrated them on
the E. coli chromosome, we determined that the different LacZ
constructs had acquired some mutations. On average there were
three different point mutations in each construct, although
pZS25O3+11-lacZ lost both the KpnI andHindIII sites. All these
constructs still expressed functional LacZ. This problem did not
present itself in the case of the YFP constructs. We attribute this
higher number of mutations in part to possible problems in the
PCR ampliﬁcation of the lacZ coding region.
Every time the fold change in gene expression is calculated, the
expression of a strain is normalized by the expression of another
strain bearing the exact same mRNA sequence. Therefore, we do
not believe that the different mRNA sequences and potential
different absolute LacZ activities have a considerable effect on the
fold change. This assertion is in part also supported by the fact that
our experimental data and theoretical predictions match rea-
sonably well. If there is an effect on the fold change due to the
differences in the coding region, it seems to be of the same
magnitude as the experimental error.
A construct bearing the same antibiotic resistance, but no re-
porter, was created by deleting YFP from one of our previous
constructs. This construct serves to determine the spontaneous
hydrolysis or background of our enzymatic measurements.
Plasmid pZS21-lacI was kindly provided by Michael Elowitz
(California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA). This plas-
mid has kanamycin resistance. The chloramphenicol resistance
gene ﬂanked by FLIP recombinase sites was obtained by PCR
from plasmid pKD3. The insert was placed between the SacI and
AatII sites of pZS21-lacI to generate pZS3*1-lacI. For this work
we wished to have additional concentrations than those provided
by pZS3*1-lacI, for which we mutated the ribosomal binding
regions. These new ribosomal binding regions were designed
using a recently developed thermodynamic model of translation
initiation (18). First, the original RBS (“WT”) was deleted using
site-directed mutagenesis (Quikchange II; Stratagene), using
primer 15.29 and its reverse complementary. This primer deleted
the sequence between the EcoRI site and the transcription start.
From here we proceeded to add new ribosomal binding se-
quences by mutagenesis using primers 15.2, 15.31, 15.37, and
15.39. All of the primer sequences are shown in Table S4. These
primers gave rise to new ribosomal binding regions named
RBS1, RBS446, RBS1027, and RBS1147.
S6.2. Strains. Chromosomal integrations were performed using
recombineering (19). Primers used for these integrations are
shown in Table S4. The reporter constructs were integrated into
the galK region (20) of strain HG105, using primers HG6.1 and
HG6.3. Note that our reporter gene was integrated in the opposite
direction to the neighboring genes to avoid spurious readthrough
of the LacZ coding region by RNA polymerase molecules tran-
scribing from nearby promoters. Constructs expressing Lac re-
pressor with the different RBS were integrated into the phage-
associated protein ybcN (21), using primers HG11.1 and HG11.3.
This integration resulted in strains HG105::ybcn < > 3*1-lacI,
HG105::ybcn < > 3*1RBS1-lacI, HG105::ybcn < > 3*1RBS446-
lacI, HG105::ybcn < > 3*1RBS1027-lacI, and HG105::ybcn < >
3*1RBS1147-lacI. For simplicity we call these strains 1I, RBS1,
RBS446, RBS1027, and RBS1147, respectively. In Table S3 we
show the predicted strength from the model and the correspond-
ing number of Lac repressors once the constructs were chromo-
somally integrated.We can see that even though the predicted and
measured values do not correlate too well, the constructs chosen
span a wide range of expression levels. This result does not nec-
essarily contradict the results reported in ref. 19 as they claim they
can predict the RBS strength within a factor of 2.3.
The reporter constructs were then combined with the different
strains expressing varying amounts of Lac repressor, using P1 trans-
duction (openwetware.org/wiki/Sauer:P1vir_phage_transduction).
All integrations and transductions were conﬁrmed by PCR ampli-
ﬁcation of the replaced chromosomal region and by sequencing.
S6.3. Growth conditions and gene expression measurements. Strains to
be assayed were grown overnight in 5 mL of LB plus 30 μg/mL
kanamycin and chloramphenicol (when needed) at 37 °C and 300
rpm shaking. The cells were then diluted 1:4,000- to 1:1,000-fold
into 4 mL of M9 minimal medium plus 0.5% glucose in triplicate
culture tubes. Antibiotics were not added at this step. These cells
were grown for 6–9 h until an OD600 of (approx.) 0.3 was
reached after which they were once again diluted 1:10 and grown
for another 3 h to 0.3 OD600 for a total of >10 cell divisions. At
this point cells were harvested and their level of gene expression
was measured. Details of our protocol for measuring LacZ ac-
tivity are given below.
S6.4. β-Galactosidase assay. Our protocol for measuring LacZ ac-
tivity is basically the one described in refs. 22 and 23 with some
slight modiﬁcations as follows. A volume of the cells between 2.5
μL and 200 μL was added to Z-buffer (60 mM Na2HPO4, 40 mM
NaH2PO4, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 50 mM β-mercaptoe-
thanol, pH 7.0) for a total volume of 1 mL. The volume of cells
was chosen such that the yellow color would develop in no less
than 15 min (and up to several hours). For the case of the no-
reporter constructs 200 μL of cell culture was used. Additionally,
we included a blank sample with 1 mL of Z-buffer. The whole
assay was performed in 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes.
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To lyse the cells, 25 μL of 0.1% SDS and 50 μL of chloroform
were added and the mixture was vortexed for 10 s. Finally, 200
μL of 4 mg/mL 2-nitrophenyl β-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG) in
Z-buffer was added to the solution and its color, related to the
concentration of the product ONP, was monitored visually. Once
enough yellow developed in a tube, the reaction was stopped by
adding 200 μL of 2.5 M Na2CO3 instead of adding 500 μL of a 1-
M solution as done in other protocols. At this point the tubes
were spun down at >13,000 × g for 3 min to reduce the contri-
bution of cell debris to the measurement.
A total of 200 μL of solution was read for OD420 and OD550 on
a Tecan Saﬁre2 and blanked using the Z-buffer sample. The
OD600 of 200 μL of each culture was read with the same in-
strument. The absolute activity of LacZ was measured in Miller
units using the formula
MU ¼ 1; 000OD420 − 1:75×OD550
t× υ×OD600
0:826; [S28]
where t is the reaction time in minutes and v is the volume of cells
used in milliliters. The factor of 0.826 is not present in the usual
formula used to calculate Miller units. It is related to using 200 μL
Na2CO3 as opposed to 500 μL. When using 500 μL, the ﬁnal
volume of the reaction is 1.725 mL (1 mL Z-buffer, 25 μL 0.01%
SDS, 200 μL ONPG, 500 μL Na2CO3). However, when using only
200 μL of Na2CO3, the total volume is 1.425 mL. The factor of
0.826 adjusts for the difference in concentration of ONP.
All reactions were performed at room temperature. No sig-
niﬁcant difference in activity was observed with respect to per-
forming the assay at 25 °C in an incubator.
S6.4.1. An alternative method to perform the β-galactosidase
assay. Even though the β-galactosidase protocol used to obtain
the results in the main text is very common, one of the reviewers
suggested an alternative approach that could potentially yield
more reliable results. One assumption in the protocol described
above is that the absolute activity of a culture scales linearly with
its cell content. However, instead of measuring theMiller units for
a culture at a particular value of OD600 one could take various
samples at different OD600 values and measure the magnitude
1; 000
OD420 − 1:75×OD550
t× υ
0:826 [S29]
for each point on the growth curve. The absolute activity from such
a procedure can be plotted as a function of the corresponding
OD600 and from its slope the Miller units can be computed.
Conceptually, this method is more compelling because the Miller
units are obtained from a ﬁt to multiple points rather than from
a single measurement. For simplicity, we call this protocol the
“slope” method. The alternative of measuring the activity at only
one OD600 point is called the “end-point” method.
In Fig. S5 A and B we show the data for several strains com-
bined with linear ﬁts for each such strain. We repeated this
analysis for each strain in our work. As can be seen in Fig. S5, the
data ﬁt nicely on a line. We were also interested in the errors
incurred in both the slope method and the end-point method.
One way to check for differences in these methods is to compare
the Miller units obtained from the slope method with those using
the last data point (i.e., that obtained for the highest OD600
value) as the input for the end-point method. By using the slope
method, we are able to estimate an error on the basis of the
goodness-of-ﬁt of the straight line. However, this error does not
exist in the case of the end-point method. Instead, the error
associated with this method originates from uncertainties in the
absorption measurements. Fig. S5C shows a direct comparison of
the two methods over four orders of magnitude in Miller units.
The resulting data can be ﬁt to a line with slope 1 nearly per-
fectly. Additionally, if we perform a linear ﬁt with the intercept
ﬁxed to zero we obtain a slope of 1.033 ± 0.005. From this plot
we conclude that, at least in terms of mean values, the two
methods are basically indistinguishable.
A second way to compare these two methods is through their
respective uncertainties. What is the relative importance of errors
found in the slopemethod and those arising frommultiple repeats
of the same experiment? We estimate this reproducibility by
measuring three repeats of each strain. We then compare the
following magnitudes: (i) Each repeat gives a Miller unit value.
We calculate the SD between those three values and its coefﬁcient
of variation (CV).We call this “repeat error”. (ii) Each repeat has
an error associated with it as a result of the linear ﬁt. For each
repeat we then calculate the CV and take the mean of this CV for
a given strain.We call this “ﬁt error”. These two errors are plotted
as a function of the mean level of expression in Fig. S5D. From
this plot we conclude that the two errors are similar in magnitude
although the repeat error is slightly higher than the ﬁt error in
some cases. As a result it appears that there is no extra reliability
of the results using the slope method because the sample-to-
sample variability induces comparable errors of its own.
Another source of error accounted for in our article is the day-
to-day variability. The point here is that when repeating the whole
experiment on different days, there will be another kind of var-
iability in the results. For the end-point method we can then
compare the repeat error deﬁned above to the “day error”.
Besides the fact that performing the experiment over multiple
days gives a better sense of the reproducibility of the results, for
the experiments described in the main text, multiple-day ex-
periments were a necessity as a consequence of the sheer mag-
nitude of the data that was required. Measuring the level of gene
expression of all our strains in triplicate and performing the
protein puriﬁcation steps to quantify their absolute content of
Lac repressor were not feasible within 1 d. As a result, different
strains were quantiﬁed over different days, always making sure
that each strain had been quantiﬁed on at least 4 different days.
The corresponding error is calculated by taking the SD of the
mean values obtained on different days (which were themselves
obtained from averaging over three repeats) and calculating the
corresponding CV. In Fig. S5E we show both errors as a function
of the mean level of gene expression. In this case, we conclude
that even though the repeat and day-to-day errors are compa-
rable in some cases, in the majority of the cases the day-to-day
variability will be higher than the variability within a day.
As a result of the data presented here we conclude that both
methods agree in the mean level of gene expression over four
orders of magnitude in Miller units. Their accuracy seems to be
comparable.
S6.4.2. Measuring repression using ﬂuorescence. As another
checkon the reliability of ourmeasurements,wewere curious about
the quantitative implications inherited with a particular choice of
reporter of the level of gene expression. Even though β-galacto-
sidase is one of the most common reporters of gene expression, in
recent years, ﬂuorescence reporters have increasingly become the
method of choice for many experiments. As a result, we were in-
terested in the extent to which the in vivo binding energies depend
upon the method used for the quantiﬁcation of gene expression.
To check this dependence we built constructs bearing O2, O1, and
Oid regulating the expression of YFP in the same simple re-
pression circuit considered in themain text (see ref. 24 for details).
We measured the corresponding fold change in strain HG104. By
using the information from our immunoblots on the number of
repressors in that strain we can once again calculate the binding
energies just by inverting Eq. 5. In Table S2 we show a comparison
of the ﬂuoresence-derived energies to the binding energies ob-
tained when considering the data for HG104 using the LacZ re-
porter. As seen in Table S2, the binding energies that are obtained
on the basis of ﬂuorescence are comparable to those resulting from
the LacZ assay in all cases and have values that fall within error
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bars of each other. Amore detailed comparison between these two
reporters is published elsewhere (24).
S6.5. Measuring in vivo Lac repressor copy number. The Lac repressor
puriﬁcation protocol used in this work is an adaptation of the
one published in ref. 25. The strains to be assayed were ﬁrst grown
to saturation in LB + 20 μg/mL of chloramphenicol. They were
then diluted 1:40,000 into 50 mL of M9 minimal medium + 0.5%
glucose and grown to an OD600 of ∼0.6. Cells were spun down
(6,000 × g for 10 min) and resuspended in 36 μL of breaking buffer
(BB) (0.2 M Tris-HCl, 0.2 M KCl, 0.01 Mmagnesium acetate, 5%
glucose, 0.3mMDTT, 50 μg/L PMSF, 50mg/100mL lysozyme, pH
7.6) per milliliter of culture and per OD. Typically, ∼45 mL of
culture would be spun down and resuspended in 900 μL of BB.
Cells were slowly frozen by placing themat−20 °C, after which they
were slowly thawed on ice. At this point 4 μL of a 2,000 Kunitz/mL
DNase solution (Sigma) and 40 μL of a 1 M MgCl2 solution were
added and the samples were incubated at 4 °C with mixing for 4 h.
Samples were frozen, thawed, and incubated with mixing at 4 °C
two more times after which they were spun down at 15,000 × g for
45 min. At this point the supernatant was obtained and its volume
measured. The pellet was subsequently resuspended with 900 μL of
BB and spun down again. This sample serves as a control that most
Lac repressor was in the original supernatant. The luminescence
of these sample resuspensions was compared with respect to the
luminescence of the samples corresponding to the ﬁrst spin. On
average, the resuspension signal was ∼12% of the ﬁrst spin signal.
However, some samples showed signals as high as 35%. We chose
to discard any data coming from samples showing a resuspension
signal >20%.
Additionally to thecell lysates, calibrationsampleswereprepared
beforeperformingameasurement.PuriﬁedLacrepressor (courtesy
of Stephanie Johnson, California Institute of Technology, Pasa-
dena, CA) was diluted into a lysate of strain HG105 to different
concentrations. The concentration of puriﬁed repressor in our
stock solution was determined by spectroscopy using the available
extinction coefﬁcient (26). To have all samples within the dynamic
range of our methods (see below) cell lysates corresponding to
strains 1I and RBS1 were diluted 1:8 in HG105 lysate.
A nitrocellulose membrane was prewetted in TBS (20 mM
Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) for 10 min and then left to air
dry. After loading the samples the immunoblots were blocked
using blocking solution, which consists of 5% dry milk and 2%
BSA in TBST (20 mM Tris Base, 140 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20,
pH 7.6), with mixing at room temperature for 1 h. After that the
membrane was incubated in a 1:1,000 dilution of Anti-LacI
monoclonal antibody (frommouse;Millipore) in blocking solution
at 4 °C overnight. The membrane was subsequently incubated in
a 1:2,000 dilution of HRP-linked anti-mouse secondary antibody
(GE Healthcare) for 1 h at room temperature. Finally, the
membrane was washed by incubating in TBST for 5 min twice and
by a ﬁnal incubation of 30 min.
As described in the text, we obtain the total luminescence
corresponding to each spot using Matlab image analysis custom
code. This information is stored in a matrix Lum(x, y), where the
coordinates on the membrane are given by x and y. The values
corresponding to the HG105 blank sample are them ﬁtted to
a second-degree 2D polynomial. This polynomial can be repre-
sented as Background(x, y). Finally, we can also ﬁt such a poly-
nomial to the luminescence of the samples corresponding to
strain 1I. This results in the polynomial 1I(x, y). In Fig. 3C we
plot the polynomial 1I(x, y) – Background(x, y). The normalized
luminescence matrix is then calculated in the following way:
Lumnormðx; yÞ ¼ Lumðx; yÞ−Background ðx; yÞ1Iðx; yÞ−Background ðx; yÞ : [S30]
All further analysis is then done on the normalized matrix
Lumnorm(x, y).
The calibration standards are ﬁtted to a power law
LacIlum ¼ A× LacIBmassþC; where LacIlum is the luminescence
collected from the spots on the membrane and LacImass is their
corresponding masses. We are interested in obtaining an in-
terpolation between the calibration samples to get an estimate of
the amount of Lac repressor loaded in each spot on the mem-
brane. Therefore, we perform the ﬁt on only the calibration data
that are directly in the range of our unknown samples, as shown
by the calibration line in Fig. 3D.
Once the amount of Lac repressor in each spot was obtained,
the corresponding number of Lac repressors per cell was calcu-
lated. This calibration between mass detected on the membrane
and the corresponding intracellular number of Lac repressors
depends on the concentration of cells in the cultures assayed and
the volume recovered from the various concentration and lysis
steps. As such, there is no calibration factor. As an example, we
consider the case where there is one repressor tetramer per cell
and estimate the expected amount of repressor on the membrane.
We typically start with a 45-mL culture at an OD600 of 0.6. This, in
turn, is concentrated down to 900 μL after the puriﬁcation
process. A total of 2 μL of these concentrated cells is loaded on
the membrane. In this case, we can now calculate the amount
loaded on the membrane, resulting in
Ncells loaded ¼ 0:8× 109cells=  mL|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
OD600 to cell density calibration
×   0:6|{z}
OD600
× 45 mL|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
culture volume
×
2μL
900μL|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
final purified volume and amount loaded
¼ 48× 106 cells:
[S31]
The calibration of OD600 to cell density was performed by plating
serial dilutions of a culture at a known OD600 and counting
colonies. This calibration was comparable to (7.9 ± 0.5) × 108
cells/mL/OD600 obtained using a microﬂuidic chip where single
cells in a culture could be counted by microscopy. The molecular
mass of a tetramer is 154 kDa. This mass results in a mass of ∼12
pg in a spot. Of course, there is an uncertainty associated with
the calculation of the number of cells loaded that will propagate
into the measurement of the number of repressors per cell.
However, this uncertainty stems from errors in measuring vol-
umes and in calibrating the OD600 readings and they are no
larger than 5–10%. On the other hand, the day-to-day variation
of the readings was on the order of 20–30%. As a result we chose
to report only the day-to-day variation as our error in the mea-
surement of the intracellular concentration of Lac repressor.
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Fig. S1. Plasmid diagram and promoter sequence. The main features of the plasmid pZS25Oid+11-lacZ are shown ﬂanked by unique restriction sites (the
features are not to scale). The particular promoter sequence based on the lacUV5 promoter is shown together with the sequences of the different Lac repressor
binding sites used.
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Fig. S2. Thermodynamic model of transcription and simple repression. (A) Model for the RNA polymerase reservoir. The nonspeciﬁc sites on the genome are
assumed to be the reservoir for RNAP. Different arrangements of RNAP on this reservoir are shown. (B) Schematic listing of the different states and their
respective weights for repression by Lac repressor dimers, when RNAP and the dimeric repressor have overlapping sites. (C) Repression for four different
strengths of the main repressor binding site (Om) as a function of the number of dimers inside the cell. The binding energy of dimeric Lac repressor to each
operator is calculated by ﬁtting each dataset to the repression expression from Eq. S11 and is presented in Table S1. (D) Model for the nonspeciﬁc looping
background. Possible states of nonspeciﬁc DNA bound by Lac repressor dimers, which will explore all available nonspeciﬁc sites, and tetramers, which will
explore all possible loops between nonspeciﬁc sites. (E) Repression as a set of chemical reactions. The two reactions involved in regulation by simple repression
are shown. KP and Kd are dissociation constants. These reactions are also described by Eqs. S20 and S21.
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Fig. S3. Single-site binding energies and prediction of the number of repressors for different strains using energies deduced from the Oehler et al. data. (A)
The operator binding energies and dissociation constants are deduced from the data by Oehler et al. (10) using Eq. 5. The error bars are calculated assuming an
error in the fold-change measurement of 30% and assuming no error in the number of repressor molecules. (B) The fold change in gene expression is measured
for all four operators in six different strain backgrounds. Using the binding energies from A, we ﬁt the data to Eq. 5 to make a parameter-free prediction of the
number of repressors present in each strain shown in C. Errors in the predictions represent the SE of the corresponding ﬁt.
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Fig. S4. Experimental and theoretical characterization of repressor copy number. (A) Immunoblots were used to measure the cellular concentration of Lac
repressor in six strains with different constitutive levels of Lac repressor. Each value corresponds to an average of cultures grown on at least 3 different days.
The error bars are the SD of these measurements. (B) The fold-change measurements in Fig. 2 were combined with the binding energies obtained from Fig. S3A
(derived from previous experimental results) (10) to predict the number of Lac repressors per cell in each one of the six strains used in this work. These
predictions were examined experimentally by counting the number of Lac repressors, using quantitative immunoblots.
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Fig. S5. The “slope” method to calculate β-galactosidase activity. (A and B) The quantity 1; 000ððOD420 − 1:75×OD550Þ=ðt × vÞÞ is plotted for three different
samples as a function of OD600 for several representative strains spanning the whole range of expression covered in our experiment. The curves in all cases are
linear ﬁts to the data. (C) Explicit comparison of the two methods to quantify β-galactosidase activity over four orders of magnitude. The results of the slope
and end-point methods are plotted against each other. The line has a slope of 1. A linear ﬁt to the data with a ﬁxed zero intercept yields a slope of 1.033 ±
0.005. (D and E) Errors associated with day-to-day variability and repeat variability vs. linear ﬁts. (D) The repeat and ﬁt errors are shown as a function of the
mean level of expression. From this plot it is clear that both errors are comparable with a slight bias of the repeat error to be higher than the ﬁt error. (E) The
average relative error stemming from averaging repeats over 1 d is compared with the relative error originating from averaging over multiple days and plotted
as a function of the mean level of gene expression. Both errors seem to be comparable with a slight bias for the day-to-day variability to be higher.
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Fig. S7. Different ways of calculating the binding energies give comparable predictions. (A) For each strain noted by a group of bars the binding energies
were obtained by taking the number of repressors obtained through immunoblots as a given and combining this number with the fold-change measurements
for the same strain. With these binding energies we predict the number of repressors for all of the remaining strains. For comparison, the actual direct
measurement done using immunoblots is also included. (B) Using all measurements of the fold change in gene expression with their corresponding repressor
concentration we ﬁt Eq. 5 to obtain the best possible estimate for the binding energies. The results of the ﬁts are expressed in units of kBT.
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Fig. S8. Sensitivity in the determination of the binding energies. The data for binding site O1 are shown with its best ﬁt along with several other choices of
the binding energy parameter, which reveal how the positions of the curves depend upon this choice. Visual inspection of the curves constrains the value of the
binding energy to within <1kBT of the ﬁt value.
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Fig. S9. Potential effects of leakiness on the calculation of binding energies. (A) A variable leakiness in the level of gene expression was assumed and the fold
change in gene expression was reanalyzed using Eq. S27. The resulting binding energies are shown as a function of the assumed leakiness. (B) Relative change
in binding energies for each operator corresponding to the case without any assumed leakiness and to the worst possible leakiness of 1 MU.
Table S1. Single-site binding energies for repressor dimers and
tetramers using the data by Oehler et al.
Operator Dimers (kBT) Tetramers (kBT)
Oid −18.2 ± 0.3 −17.7 ± 0.3
O1 −16.1 ± 0.2 −16.2 ± 0.1
O2 −13.7 ± 0.5 −13.7 ± 0.1
O3 −10.0 ± 0.4 −10.4 ± 0.4
The energies are obtained using the data by Oehler et al. (10) and Eq. S11
and Eq. 5 for the dimers and tetramers, respectively. The error bars are
calculated assuming an error in the fold-change measurement of 30%.
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Table S2. Binding energies calculated using YFP and LacZ as
reporters of gene expression
Operator Energy from YFP (kBT) Energy from LacZ (kBT)
Oid −16.8 ± 0.4 −17.2 ± 0.2
O1 −15.1 ± 0.2 −15.5 ± 0.3
O2 −13.8 ± 0.4 −13.9 ± 0.2
The fold change of constructs bearing O2, O1, and Oid and either a LacZ or
a YFP reporter were measured in strain HG104. By combining these measure-
ments with our knowledge of the number of repressors within the strain we
can compute the corresponding binding energies. In all cases the obtained
binding energies are comparable within error bars.
Table S3. Predicted and measured strength of the different ribosomal binding sequences used to
generate constitutive levels of Lac repressor
RBS Normalized predicted strength (au) Normalized measured strength (repressors/cell)
“WT” 1 1 ± 0.2
RBS1 0.88 0.7 ± 0.2
R1027 0.58 0.15 ± 0.04
R446 0.25 0.07 ± 0.02
R1147 0.64 0.03 ± 0.01
The ribosomal binding sequence denoted as “WT” corresponds to the original found in pZS3*1-lacI (16). The
measured strength corresponds to the resulting level of repressor once these constructs are integrated on the
chromosome. The predicted strengths are calculated from ref. 19. Both the predicted and the measured
strengths are normalized by this RBS.
Table S4. Primers and E. coli strains used throughout this work
Primer number
and name Sequence Description
15.29-RBSDelete gacgcactgaccgaattcatggtgaatgtgaaaccag Delete the RBS from pZS3*1-lacI
15.2-tetR-RBS1 cgcactgaccgaattcattaaagaTTT gaaaggtaccatatggtg
15.31-RBS446 cgcactgaccgaattc TCTAGACAGTATAGAGTAGAGAGACTAA
atggtgaatgtgaaac
15.37-RBS1027 cgcactgaccgaattc TCTAGATATTTAAGAGGACAATACTGG
atggtgaatgtgaaac
15.39-RBS1147 cgcactgaccgaattc TCCCCACATTAAACAGGGAAGACTGG
atggtgaatgtgaaac
HG6.1 gtttgcgcgcagtcagcgatatccattttcgcgaatccggagtg taagaa
ACTAGCAACACCAGAACAGCC
Integration of the lacZ reporter constructs into the
galK gene between positions 1,504,078 and 1,505,112.
HG6.3 ttcatattgttcagcgacagcttgctgtacggcaggcaccagct cttccg
GGCTAATGCACCCAGTAAGG
HG11.1 acctctgcggaggggaagcgtgaacctctcacaagacggcatca aattac
ACTAGCAACACCAGAACAGCC
Integration of lacI constructs into the ybcN gene
between positions 1,287,628 and 1,288,047.
HG11.3 ctgtagatgtgtccgttcatgacacgaataagcggtgtagccat tacgcc
GGCTAATGCACCCAGTAAGG
Strain Genotype Comment
HG104 ΔlacZY A Deletion in MG1655 from 360,483 to 365,579.
HG105 ΔlacZY A, ΔlacI Deletion in MG1655 from 360,483 to 366,637.
The ﬁrst ﬁve primers and their respective reverse complement were used to modify the RBS of the different constructs. The inserted RBS regions are denoted
by uppercase bases. The remaining primers are used for integration. Lowercase indicates the portion of the primer that is homologous to the E. coli gene where
the integration is made and uppercase indicates primer homology to the plasmid where PCR was carried out. Chromosomal positions correspond to the
sequence in GenBank accession no. U00096.
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